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2015. DEWA sees this programme as key to the diversification of the energy mix, and has set a very ambitious objective of installing solar panels on every
rooftop by 2030.

THE RELEVANCE
OF THE VISION

The success of the programme will depend on
multiple factors. For example, public awareness of the
existence and benefits of the programme needs to
increase. To this end, DEWA has been extremely
active, running a massive press campaign since the
inception of the programme.
David Auriau & Laurent Longuet,
Directors Siraj Power.

SOLAR DEVELOPMENT

The protection of the environment is a vital
challenge globally; over recent years, the GCC region
has embarked on the development of long-term initiatives to build a green economy for sustainable development. This strong political will is characterized by the
strategic importance of diversifying energy sources and
of promoting clean, renewable energy.

QATAR’S PROMISE

To create a market and attract investors,
comprehensive regulatory frameworks need to be put
in place. Different options are being offered to governments depending on their needs, the applicable utility
tariff, the cost of the technology, and their will to
open the market to specific segments (such as commercial, industrial or residential).

CSP PLANTS DEWA

Currently, several countries such as Jordan,
Egypt and the Emirate of Dubai have put in place a
comprehensive regulatory framework. These new
regulations include feed-in-tariffs and net metering
associated with some specific incentives. However,
Dubai remains at the forefront of this initiative, with a
comprehensive net-metering scheme launched in
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Credibility of the market players is also paramount. When a new market emerges, it takes some
time to define the right player profile to meet the
needs of customers. Now that the market has been in
existence for almost 12 months, customers are
demanding the following before they enter a
long-term lease agreement: clear technical expertise,
real experience, significant credentials, a solid financial profile and a well-established local presence. Most
clients have not been distracted by the inconsistent
prices available at the beginning, and have taken the
time to educate themselves and to understand the
true rationale for this market.
SirajPower, our dedicated solar-rooftop platform,
is one of very few players that have secured true deals
under the Shams programme. Our experience and
expertise in solar-rooftop solutions are important, but
our well-established presence in Dubai and our strong
financial track-record have been paramount in
convincing our customers to enter into a long-term
leasing contract. Customers value the fact that we are
a long-term partner - and so a good fit for engaging in
such a contractual arrangement.
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While some of the fall in tariff could be attributed to the fall in PV module prices and price of
commodities like Steel, Copper and Aluminum, projects
getting bigger and bigger to drive economies of scale,
there have also been other components of a PV
project where we have seen cost escalations year over
year that offsets the gains in module price reduction.
Land has been getting more expensive and the cost of
skilled labor has also been rising steadily in emerging
markets.

THE RELEVANCE
OF THE VISION

Rajni,
Rajnikanth
Umakanthan,

Head - Business Development - Greater Asia and
Middle East Region at UL Pvt Ltd

SOLAR DEVELOPMENT

UAE Solar market finally seems to have overcome
the inertia, as roof top and utility scale projects start
taking off in the region. While aggressive reverse
bidding has helped drive down the feed-in-tariff in
several markets as we have seen recently in UAE, it
also comes with its own pitfalls.
Lower feed-in-tariff exerts heavy pressure on the
entire PV value chain right from developer to EPC to
suppliers to bring down the cost of the project. Taking
India as an example.

QATAR’S PROMISE

The solar PV tariff has fallen from around
INR 12.16 in 2011 to INR 4.79 in 2016.

CSP PLANTS DEWA

The average capital cost per MW of PV
project has correspondingly come down
from INR 120 Million in 2011 to INR 60
Million in 2016.

When the tariff gets very competitive, the
developers are pushed to squeeze their CAPEX and
OPEX. When the pressure on IRR and ROI becomes
extreme, we see people starting to cut corners to ensure
financial viability of the project without considering
the long term impacts of such decisions on the overall
quality and long term performance of the plant. And
this pressure is cascaded down the supply chain where
Module and Balance of System equipment suppliers
are also forced to squeeze their costs by compromising
on the quality of the material and products.
UL has audited several PV installations where
we have observed compromise made by developer,
EPC and suppliers ranging from the quality of PV
modules, mounting structures, cables, design of plant
and workmanship. A PV module is the heart of a PV
plant and any shortfall in quality of PV module would
have a significant and long lasting effect on the
overall performance of the plant and the return on
investment.
A PV module could possibly have 2 major issues 1.
Reliability and 2. Durability. Considering these two
attributes while choosing the supplier of PV modules
for your project could be one of the most significant
factors that would determine whether the project
would meet its financial objectives. For UAE,
CONTINUES ON PAGE 04
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the modules should be capable of working in high
temperature and dusty environment over extended
period of time. Many leading private financial
institutions and multi-lateral development banks
have a strong, well defined “Bankability” requirements for PV projects and specifically for modules, as
they are expected to work with acceptable performance over 20 – 25 years.

THE RELEVANCE
OF THE VISION

INDEPENDENT BANKABILITY STUDY
Safety testing - IEC 61730/ UL1703
Performance testing - IEC/UL 61215/61646

agencies designated by banks provide the much
needed confidence that the project would perform as
promised and meet the long term financial commitments.
UL has been a leader in the area of standards
development, testing, inspection and certification of
PV equipment with 7 state of the art facilities and
inspection offices across key global PV markets. UL has
been helping stake holders across the PV value chain
manage the risks associated with PV projects through
its basket of PV Power Plant Services ranging from
Design Review, Energy Yield Assessment, Independent
Owners Engineer, Lenders Engineer, Failure Analysis,
Assessment of Plant Performance, Supply Chain Quality Control and complete suite of Bankability Services.

Statistical Sampling - representative cross
section of production
SOLAR DEVELOPMENT

Extended Stress testing - configurations
based on IEC/UL 61215/61646 (durability)
Conditional testing - specialization for
operating environment (durability) IEC 61701,
IEC 62804 etc
Factory Inspection - assess product consistency
within a facility and across production sites
(quality/reliability) based on CIG 023

YOUNG LEADERS´
INNOVATION CHALLENGE

QATAR’S PROMISE

Company and Product Profile - assess
sustainability of the company, product and
module warranty
= BANKABLE PV MODULES

CSP PLANTS DEWA

A “Bankability” program for PV modules as
defined by most Banks and Financial Institutions
include one or more of the following requirements.
The “Bankability” program delivered by independent
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Saudi Arabian government restructuring bolsters 9.5 GW renewable
energy target by 2023

CHANGING RENEWABLE
ENERGY TARGET

target should already be reached by 2023 as the “first
stage” of the program.

THE RELEVANCE
OF THE VISION

This much more aggressive target would represent a 180 degree shift from the “wait and see” approach
to renewables taken by Saudi Arabia so far. It would
make Saudi Arabia a sizable market for the global
renewable- energy industry, likely the largest in the
MENA region by annual new installations. If the country
deploys new power plants at a constant rate until 2023,
an average of about 1,600 MW of new renewable
energy capacity per year would need to be built.
Dr. Moritz Borgmann,
Partner, Apricum - The Cleantech Advisory.

SOLAR DEVELOPMENT

As part of a wide-ranging economic and social
policy vision for the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, deputy
crown prince Mohammed bin Salman, son of King
Salman bin Abdulaziz al Saud, announced the first
cornerstones on April 25, 2016 for the deployment of
renewable energy in the country.
The presentation of the “Saudi Arabia Vision
2030” policy paper was followed by the most comprehensive reshuffle of Saudi ministries and senior government positions in years, if not decades, on May 7.

QATAR’S PROMISE

The policy paper states an “initial” target of 9.5
gigawatts (GW) of renewable energy. No specific quotas
for solar and wind are mentioned, because no explicit
timeline was originally announced. Most industry
observers assumed that the target applied to the year
2030, which would have represented a fairly conservative scenario given the size and energy consumption of
the country.

CSP PLANTS DEWA

However, on May 5, the Saudi government
further detailed these plans, stating that the 9.5 GW

A FEASIBLE TARGET
The target appears ambitious at first sight for a
country that has a meager 25 MW of renewable-energy
generation capacity (mostly solar photovoltaic) installed
as per the end of 2015. Nevertheless, with the rapid
growth in Saudi electricity consumption, the target
would only translate to a renewable-energy share of
roughly 5% of the country’s total electricity consumption. In contrast, Germany, a country with less than half
the solar irradiation of Saudi Arabia, reached a 32.6%
renewable-energy share of electricity at the end of 2015,
with 6.4% generated by solar photovoltaics (PV) alone.
Saudi Arabia’s neighbor Dubai just increased its renewable-energy targets to 7% by 2020 and 25% by 2030.
Consequently, with its abundant solar resource and
regions with high wind speeds, Saudi Arabia should in
principle have no difficulty reaching and exceeding its
target, if the political will exists and a renewable- energy
program is rigorously executed.
The Vision 2030 policy paper also speaks of
localizing manufacturing and R&D in renewable energy.
Apricum expects renewed interest in the manufacturing of components for renewable energy in Saudi Arabia,
if and when sustained local demand becomes visible.
CONTINUES ON PAGE 07
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Saudi Arabian government restructuring bolsters 9.5 GW renewable
energy target by 2023

CHANGING RENEWABLE
ENERGY TARGET

The program will be implemented under the
umbrella of the new “King Salman Renewable Energy
Initiative” with legal and regulatory frameworks for the
deployment of renewable energy and the involvement
of the private sector to be established.

THE RELEVANCE
OF THE VISION

The policy paper also hints at encouraging distributed renewable energy deployment through “the gradual liberalization of the fuels market”. If fuel and electricity subsidies continue to be reduced, there will be a
strong case for distributed solar energy in Saudi Arabia.
The first step in this direction has already been taken
with a steep increase in electricity tariffs at the beginning
of 2016.

SOLAR DEVELOPMENT

It is noteworthy that the Vision 2030 paper does
not talk about nuclear energy for the Kingdom at all,
contrary to earlier plans to build 17 GW of nuclear
reactors.

THE FADING AWAY OF K.A.CARE

QATAR’S PROMISE

This announcement marks the first official statement
from the Saudi government on renewable energy after
the King Abdullah City for Atomic and Renewable Energy
(K.A.CARE), founded by the late King Abdullah in 2010,
famously announced ambitious renewable-energy plans
in 2012. By 2032, the Kingdom was set to install 41 GW of
solar capacity (with the mix heavily skewed toward CSP
as opposed to PV), 9 GW of wind and 4 GW of other
renewable sources. K.A.CARE’s activities culminated in a
detailed 2013 whitepaper for the tendering of renewable-energy plants, which was never followed up with an
actual program. The death of King Abdullah in January
2015 cast further shadows on the organization bearing
his name.

CSP PLANTS DEWA

The Saudi renewables program had long been
marred by deep-running dissonances and contradictory

claims to power over the program among numerous
government entities, with the eventual result that nothing was done at all. The nail in the coffin of the renewables program was that it involved so many departments,
including but not limited to the ministries of oil, finance,
water and electricity, as well as entities such as Saudi
Aramco, Saudi Electricity Company (SEC) and the Electricity & Cogeneration Regulatory Authority (ECRA). Economic
activities related to manufacturing were partly driven by
the Saudi Industrial Development Fund (SIDF) and the
National Cluster Development Program (NICDP). Relevant
R&D activities were conducted at the King Abdullah
University of Science and Technology (KAUST) and King
Abdulaziz City for Science and Technology (KACST). The
newly founded entity K.A.CARE, while nominally
empowered by the King, never developed the authority
to unite all actors in realizing a renewables program
under its umbrella.

CUTTING THROUGH THE CONVOLUTED
LAYERS OF COMPETING SAUDI GOVERNMENT
ENTITIES: AN EPIC REORGANIZATION
On May 7, 2016, King Salman announced a
remarkably far-reaching government reorganization
that clearly marks the first step toward the implementation of Vision 2030.
Oil Minister Al-Naimi was the de facto leader of
OPEC and mastermind behind the organization’s push
for oil market share, which had led to the recent precipitous drop in oil prices. He was replaced by Khalid Al-Falih, the former CEO and now chairman of Saudi Aramco
to.
The reshuffle signals a potential game changer
for the prospects of renewable energy in Saudi Arabia:
Al-Falih was made the powerful head of a new “ministry of energy, industry and mineral resources”, the
CONTINUES ON PAGE 08
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Saudi Arabian government restructuring bolsters 9.5 GW renewable
energy target by 2023

CHANGING RENEWABLE
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new manifestation of the oil ministry. The ministry of
water and electricity was “canceled” without further
ado; the responsibility for electricity (and thus control of
SEC) now residing with the new energy ministry. Continuing his role as chairman of Aramco, Al-Falih holds one
of the key positions in the implementation of Vision
2030. Furthermore, his ministry is expected to control
KACST, KAUST, SIDF, NICDP and, very importantly,
K.A.CARE.

THE RELEVANCE
OF THE VISION
SOLAR DEVELOPMENT

The intent behind this reshuffle is clear - the
paralysis brought about by a multitude of competing
entities is to be replaced by a central, top-down
governance structure, so that Vision 2030 can become a
reality. It is certainly no coincidence that the new minister in charge of the energy portfolio is the country’s
highest-profile corporate executive. This comprehensive
shakeup has indeed the potential to finally mark the
beginning of the implementation of Saudi Arabia’s
renewable-energy plans.

QATAR’S PROMISE

It can be expected that further reorganization
will take place among the various entities now under the
energy ministry. In particular, it would not be surprising
if K.A.CARE would cease to exist as a standalone organization. Instead, its renewable-energy activities could be
absorbed into the new King Salman Renewable Energy
Initiative, as the new initiative does not appear dissimilar
in spirit and size to the earlier one. It is also expected that
Saudi Aramco, which is to be transformed into an
“energy holding company” under the new plans, will
take an active role in the deployment of renewable
energy, likely together with Saudi Electricity Company
(SEC).

SAUDI RENEWABLES: STILL, SEEING IS BELIEVING
CSP PLANTS DEWA

Further details about the renewable - energy
program are scant at this time, and it remains to be seen
what specific policy details will be announced and how
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they will be implemented. Given the broad scope of
Vision 2030, the implementation of a renewable energy
program will be a formidable challenge as the overall
Vision 2030 strategy will certainly preoccupy all levels of
Saudi Arabia’s administration for years to come. Given
that Saudi Arabia has already previously announced
ambitious targets for the deployment of renewable
energy.

Saudi Arabia will need to follow
up with concrete steps toward implementation to restore its credibility in the renewable - energy
space. However, we are now seeing
the first positive signs in this direction, with the pressure to act very
clearly felt by the top echelons of
government, a feasible target in
place and, most importantly, the
obstacles within the Saudi government structures being removed.
For questions or comments, please contact
Apricum Partner Dr. Moritz Borgmann
Note: this article, originally published on April
25, 2016, was updated and substantially extended on
May 9, 2016, to reflect the new clarity on the timeline
for the 9.5 GW target (2023) and the Saudi government reshuffle.
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THE VISION OF 24 HOURS OF SUN IS
THE ENERGY SUPPLY OF THE FUTURE
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lieve that renewable energy is the
solution. We have a vision, a dream
if you like, called 24 hours of sun”,
explains Martin Hackl, head of the
Solar Energy Division at Fronius
International GmbH.

THE RELEVANCE
OF THE VISION

A WORLD WITH 100% RENEWABLE ENERGY
Martin Hackl,

Head of the Solar Energy Division at Fronius
International GmbH.

SOLAR DEVELOPMENT

Global warming has been a hot topic on everyone's lips for many years. Rising sea levels, melting
glaciers, flooding, storms and droughts are the stuff of
daily news bulletins all over the world. Climate change
caused by human activity is a real threat to us all, of
that we can be certain. The world needs visions and
solutions to which everyone can contribute, and that
enable us to work together to create a worthwhile
future.

QATAR’S PROMISE
CSP PLANTS DEWA

The world needs a vision that
counters climate change, helps reduce
CO2 emissions and represents long
- term independence from fossil fuels
and energy imports. “It is our
responsibility to counter this threat
for the benefit of future generations, and here at Fronius we be-

For us, 24 hours of sun means a world in the
future where energy is generated using nothing but
renewable resources; a future where everyone can
rely on having all the energy they need, when they
need it. To make this vision a reality we need to be
able to generate, store, distribute and consume
renewable energy efficiently and intelligently. Solar
power plays a key role in this world.
The sun is always there and offers enormous
potential in terms of lowering costs. Solar energy is
cheap to produce in most countries around the world,
making it much more affordable than the electricity
produced by new coal or nuclear power plants. Roughly 28 percent of generators installed all over the world
now draw their energy from renewable sources, and
this percentage is increasing. Together with other
visionary thinkers and companies, Fronius is helping to
lead the way by developing solutions that are bringing
us ever closer to our vision of 24 hours of sun.

UNDERSTANDING 24 HOURS OF SUN AS A
JOINT MISSION
This vision will provide a reliable, clean, independent
and sustainable energy supply for both individual
CONTINUES ON PAGE 10
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consumers and entire states, although total independence is not the primary concern. “It is more about
using and distributing the available energy resources
intelligently. We consider 24 hours of sun to be a joint
mission, which cannot be achieved if everyone hides
behind their meters and only optimises their household consumption”, explains Martin Hackl, head of
the Solar Energy Division at Fronius.

THE RELEVANCE
OF THE VISION

As the quality leader in the global solar energy
market, Fronius has been researching innovative
technologies for the photovoltaics industry for more
than 20 years. With 24 hours of sun, Fronius is offering
an essential and sustainable vision for the energy
revolution. “Here at Fronius we firmly believe in the
world of 24 hours of sun.

SOLAR DEVELOPMENT
QATAR’S PROMISE
CSP PLANTS DEWA

We want to live in this world,
and we are striving to make it a
reality. For this reason we are
working passionately every day
to develop technologies and
solutions that will help to bring
us ever closer to our dream of 24
hours of sun. And you can help
too. By cycling instead of driving,
having a meat-free day once a
week or purchasing regional
products, everyone can make a
contribution”, appeals Martin
Hackl.
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Dubai’s Innovative Approach to
Spearheading Solar Development in
the Region

CHANGING RENEWABLE
ENERGY TARGET
THE RELEVANCE
OF THE VISION

Taher Diab,
Senior Director - Dubai Supreme Council of Energy.

SOLAR DEVELOPMENT
QATAR’S PROMISE

In recent years, Dubai positioned itself on the
global map as the regional hub for tourism, logistics
and finance. Today, the Emirate is one of the fastest
growing cities in the world. This translates into
relatively high demand for electricity and water.
Forecasted electricity demand for the next decade
project a 5-6% yearly growth. Therefore, demand
reduction and energy efficiency became a top priority
on Dubai’s Green Agenda. Currently, Dubai’s installed
capacity of about 10GW is powered mainly by imported natural gas. With limited local gas reserves, Dubai
is therefore a net energy importer. To fuel its booming
infrastructure development and sustain its economic
growth, the Emirate is compelled to pursue a sustainable development path, particularly given the recent
global commodity market dynamics and sustainable
technology advances.

CSP PLANTS DEWA

Within a short span of about two years, Dubai
delivered on its commitment towards sustainability
and establishing the tenets of a green economy.
Dubai’s efforts started by opening the energy market
to independent power producers (IPPs) by developing

robust regulatory framework and commercial terms
that attracted international and regional investors to
achieve the lowest levelized cost of electricity (LCOE)
for the 200 MW solar photovoltaic (PV) power plant by
early 2015: less than 6 US cent/kWh. This regulatory
framework resembles the fundamentals for sound
policy design, namely: 1) transparency; 2) Longevity;
and 3) Certainty. In other words, Dubai’s excellent
solar resources around the year combined with the
stable political environment, credit worthy off-taker
(DEWA) and transparent procurement processes facilitated access to low-cost finance through local
commercial banks resulting in a global benchmark for
the market-driven levelized cost of solar energy. In
addition, the review of DEWA’s electricity tariff structure in 2011 and the introduction of the slab system
further catalyzed this transformation by sending
positive signals to private investors and financiers.

These developments marked
a turning point in the journey to
diversify Dubai’s energy mix and
demonstrated the value proposition of strategic public private
partnerships for risk management,
knowledge transfer and job creation.
The achievements of Dubai are a natural result
to the exemplary governance model of its energy
sector. A model that is referred to as one of the few
comprehensive demonstrations of streamlined energy
sector management. This model stems from the Dubai
Integrated Energy Strategy (DIES) 2030, which was
CONTINUES ON PAGE 12
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launched in 2011 by the Dubai Supreme Council of
Energy (DSCE), and is reviewed periodically. The DIES
details a roadmap to achieve various targets by 2030,
based on building a world-class regulatory framework
to accelerate the diversification of the energy mix and
facilitate effective demand side management. It is
aligned with the national and local vision making it
the launching pad to meet the UAE Vision and Dubai
Plan 2021 energy sustainability objectives.

THE RELEVANCE
OF THE VISION
SOLAR DEVELOPMENT

In a rapidly changing world, Dubai has seized the
opportunity to follow a sustainable development pathway
as it continues to grow. The Emirate’s model is emerging
as a benchmark for the transition to a sustainable energy
future in a region historically perceived as a synonym to
“oil”. As we approach 2030, Dubai is expected to turn its
sunny days into a sustainable fuel for generations to
come and deliver strategic programs to support its Green
Agenda to become a role model in energy management
and sustainability.

Be part of the solar
revolution in the
Middle East
www.intersolar.ae

QATAR’S PROMISE
In conjunction with

CSP PLANTS DEWA

Figure 1: The 10 pillars of Dubai Sustainable Energy Model,
illustrating the journey towards sustainable and green economy.
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SOLAR POWERED COOLING FOR THE
WORLD CUP
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gies in the renewable energy
industry.

THE RELEVANCE
OF THE VISION

Amr Belal,
Managing Partner, Powergreen by innovations
Unlimited Middle East.

SOLAR DEVELOPMENT

It’s still undecided whether the 2022 World Cup
will take place during the usual summer cycle or
during the temperate climate of the winter. However,
Qatar, through the Supreme Committee for Delivery &
Legacy is moving ahead with its plans to develop
efficient solar-powered open-air cooling technology
for its stadiums. This is not only to ensure that the
promise to lower temperatures to the 21 – 25 degrees
Celsius is achieved, but also to ensure that all events –
sporting or otherwise – can be held at any time of the
year.

QATAR’S PROMISE

The committee has stated that the development of cooling technology will serve as a legacy for
Qatar beyond 2022 as the solar farms used to power
the cooling systems will be connected to Qatar’s own
power grid. The emirate will test the feasibility of a central
solar power farm versus individual ones installed in
each of the 8 competition venues it is building.

CSP PLANTS DEWA

Solar cooling is currently still
one of the less known technolo-

The idea is in fact very simple: In summer, when
there is an increased demand for cooling because of
the solar radiation that occurs, a solar cooling system
is designed to utilize the energy obtained to drive a
thermal refrigerating machine that provides the
necessary cooling capacity. The solar cooling system
offers double benefits as it reduces total electricity
consumption while at the same time reduces the load
in the grid during peak load times.
Qatar’s commitment to achieve open-air
cooling has been tested successfully at the Brazil 2014
Fan Zone at Katara, while the fan zone at Aspire has
been designed to test the cooling technology capabilities for training sites and facilities. The innovative cooling
technologies will allow for large crowds of fans to keep
cool during the tournament in 2022.
Some of these technologies include a hybrid
system of upper and lower jet delivery that delivers a
consistent cooling experience, evenly distributed
within the fan zone. Another system uses mechanical
vapor compression cooling which reduces humidity
within the fan zone and reduces energy consumption
compared to a conventional mechanical system.
Elsewhere in the meantime, other solar cooling
technologies have been proving their efficiency in arid
desert conditions, covering up to 100% of a building’s
cooling needs depending on demand cycles; expanding
the options for Qatar stadiums cooling.
The attractiveness of “free” cooling obtained
from the sun has spawned a wealth of research over
the last several decades. The projections show that
CONTINUES ON PAGE 14
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solar electric cooling will require the lowest capital
investment in 2030 due to improved performance of
vapor compression refrigeration and continued cost
reduction for PV technology.
Qatar’s promise not only showcases the innovative use of solar energy for open-air cooling during the
World Cup, it is also a push for the whole region to
advance its commitment towards energy diversification through the use of sustainable resources.

THE RELEVANCE
OF THE VISION

Qatar has also promised that it would construct
its stadiums with modular technology, pledging to donate
approximately 170,000 modular seats to countries in
need of sporting infrastructure at the conclusion of
the event. Plans now include a couple of stadiums
that will be fully dismantled after 2022.

SOLAR DEVELOPMENT

8 FREE CPD
CERTIFIED
WORKSHOPS

QATAR’S PROMISE

YOUNG LEADERS´
INNOVATION CHALLENGE

GET YOUR FREE TICKET NOW
http://tickets.intersolar.ae

CSP PLANTS DEWA

RESULTS ON 19TH SEPTEMBER
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with other renewable sources combined with storage.

THE RELEVANCE
OF THE VISION

Wim Allen,
Senior Vice President Business Development, ENGIE.

SOLAR DEVELOPMENT

Off-takers throughout the MENA region have
merely been focusing on solar photovoltaic (PV)
projects so far. Now, Dubai Electricity and Water
Authority (DEWA) announced that DEWA will launch
Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) projects that will
generate 1,000 MW by 2030.

QATAR’S PROMISE
CSP PLANTS DEWA

The big advantage of CSP
plants - contrary to other renewable energy sources like wind and
solar PV - is its ability to store
energy through the use of thermal
storage for multiple hours, ranging
from 4 to 12 hours depending on
the requirements of the off-taker.
By consequence, the LCOE of CSP
projects needs to be compared

What is then the current level of LCOE for CSP and
what are the likely drivers behind future cost savings?
The LCOE from CSP plants is still high compared to
other technologies. As there are no recent projects
being tendered in the GCC, one has to look at markets
like South Africa and Morocco taking into account
that (a) irradiation, (b) cost of capital, and (c) peak
power incentives differ substantially between these
markets. Assuming the cost of capital is around 10%
and proper incentives are given for generating
electricity during peak hours, the LCOE of CSP plants
today is in a range between USD 0.11 and USD 0.14 /
KWh. This is in areas with excellent solar resources like
Morocco, South Africa, and Chile. In desert-like conditions, the dust factor is a key element to be reckoned
with.
Back in 2012, there was about 2 GW of installed CSP
capacity worldwide. In 2016, the installed capacity is
closer to 4 GW, with another 1 GW of CSP facilities in
either advanced development or under construction.
Over this 4 year period, the LCOEs in these markets
have dropped by more than 25%. This is presumably
driven by the learning curve effect that has been seen
across different technologies from telecom to solar PV.
It is usually the result of cost reductions and efficiency
gains. In view of the global pipeline for CSP projects
that have been recently announced – the expected
Feed-in Tariff in China; 1,000 MW DEWA CSP solar
projects; 450 MW in South Africa; and 400 MW in
Morocco – LCOEs can be expected to further decrease.
Looking at this pipeline, we expect cost reductions to
come from economies of scale by increasing both the
size of the plants and the manufacturing capacity of
the original equipment manufacturers, as well as
CONTINUES ON PAGE 16
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product redesign and standardisation, alternative
supply (different suppliers from different geographies),
all leading to improvements in the solar field and the
thermal efficiency of the system.

DEWA CSP projects could lead to a
surprise and act as a catalyst for the
CSP industry.

THE RELEVANCE
OF THE VISION

So far, the nature of the competitors bidding
for CSP projects tends to be quite different from the
ones bidding for solar PV projects. The underlying
explanation is likely to be found in the fact that solar
PV projects are relatively low risk and highly commoditized industrial projects, whereas CSP projects are of a
more complex nature with a different risk profile
comparable with that of conventional utility scale
projects (i.e. CCGT, coal, etc.). CSP also works well in
combination with CCGT, as is illustrated by several
Integrated Solar Combined Cycle (ISCC) projects that
are being tendered across the GCC region under EPC
and IPP schemes.

SOLAR DEVELOPMENT
QATAR’S PROMISE
CSP PLANTS DEWA

It will be interesting to see the
future evolution of the LCOE for
CSP compared to the LCOE for PV
combined with utility scale storage
and/or residential energy storage
systems in different markets. The
general consensus today seems
that CSP will remain a niche market
limited to a number of key markets
in Sunbelt countries whereas PV
would be the common and mainstream solution. It is probably too
early to tell and the LCOEs of the
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Supported by

Under the patronage of HE Suhail Al Mazrouie, Minister of Energy, UAE

PROTECTING YOUR
PV INVESTMENTS

Enable our youth as they embark upon the journey to reduce energy consumption in a select
building. With your support, what started as ideas for a building could end up expanding
into reducing energy throughout the world!

CHANGING RENEWABLE
ENERGY TARGET
THE RELEVANCE
OF THE VISION
SOLAR DEVELOPMENT

PARTICIPATING UNIVERSITIES:

QATAR’S PROMISE
www.buid.ac.ae

CSP PLANTS DEWA

So what's next?
To sponsor the challenge and enable our young innovators,
contact Lucy Kamau: lucykamau@dmgeventsme.com
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